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Shufeldt's 'Myology of the Raven.'*--This worl,, as stated in the title. 
is intended as •A Guide to the Study of the Muscular System in Birds, 
and as such should be a welcome addition to the literature of arian anat- 

omy. The Raven is chosen as the basis of the work on accotint of its 
being "a large representative of a very numerous and cosmopolitan family 
of birds, the Corvidm," some near ally of which hence becomes rendily 
accessible to students everywhere. It forms also a monograph of tile 
muscular system of one nf the leading Osciuinetypes, copiously illus- 
trated byorigiual drawings by tlle author from actual dissections. Much 
of the work appears to have been done ttnder the unfavorable circum- 
stances attendant upon isolation from libraries and museums. Since the 
work appeared, rather *note than a year since, it has been extensively 
reviewed, by both favorable and unfavorable critics. ¾Vhile not au ideal 
production, its utility fbr the purpose for which it was written is beyond 
question, as it subserves a purpose no other work in English so well 
meets. The muscular system being to some extent variable in different 
types of birds, the more prominent departtires fi'om the structures met 
with in the Raven are generally more or less filllynoted. The author 
acknowledges his indebtedness to many of the leading writers on the sub- 
jeer, and closes his volume xvith a bibliography of "important works and 
papers treating of ttle muscles of birds, compiled, abridged, and rearranged 
from the bibliographical lists of Halls Gadow"and other sources. IIe 
gives also in copious footnotes the synonymy of the principal muscles, as 
given by Gadow in his work on the mt•scles of birds in Bronn's 'Klassen 
des Thier-Reichs.'as well as much descriptive matter fi'om the same 
source, transcribed from the original German without translation, also 
numerous extracts fi'om the writings of Garrod and Forbes.--J. A. A. 

Bolles's 'Land of the Lingering Snow."['--This little hook is a series of 
delightful sketches of rambles in the vicinity of Cambridge, with excur- 
sions to Cape Cod, Wachusett and Chocorna, at various dates fromJanu- 
ar?toJtmc. Several of thc essays are distinctively ornithological, as'The 
Bittern's Love Song,' 'The Vesper Song of the Woodcock,' 'Tile Co•ning 
of the Birds,''A ld'orest Anthem,' etc., while all have a distinctly orni- 
thological flavor, and record many observutions of special interest, woven 
in with charming allusions to the ever changing face of nature under the 
varying aspects of winter, spring, and early summer. Everywhere the 
author gives evidence of the poetic sense, keen sympathy xvith nature, 
acute powers of observation, and an ability to portray with unnsual skill 
und realistic effect the scenes uoted amid storm and snnshine as xvinter 

passed on through sl)ring into stlmmer,•]-. A. A. 
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